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Abstract

The WWW has a big number of pages and URLs that supply the user
with a great amount of content. In an intensifying epoch of information,
analysing users browsing behaviour is a significant affair. Web usage mining
techniques are applied to the web server log to analyse the user behaviour.
Identification of user sessions is one of the key and demanding tasks in the
pre-processing stage of web usage mining. This paper emphasizes on two
important fallouts with the approaches used in the existing session identifica-
tion methods such as Time based and Referrer based sessionization. The first
is dealing with comparing of current request’s referrer field with the URL of
previous request. The second is dealing with session creation, new sessions
are created or comes in to one session due to threshold value of page stay
time and session time. So, authors developed enhanced semantic distance
based session identification algorithm that tackles above mentioned issues
of traditional session identification methods. The enhanced semantic based
method has an accuracy of 84 percent, which is higher than the Time based
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and Time-Referrer based session identification approaches. The authors also
used adapted K-Means and Hierarchical Agglomerative clustering algorithms
to improve the prediction of user browsing patterns. Clusters were found
using a weighted dissimilarity matrix, which is calculated using two key
parameters: page weight and session weight. The Dunn Index and Davies-
Bouldin Index are then used to evaluate the clusters. Experimental results
shows that more pure and accurate session clusters are formed when adapted
clustering algorithms are applied on the weighted sessions rather than the
session obtained from traditional sessionization algorithms. Accuracy of the
semantic session cluster is higher compared with the cluster of sessions
obtained using traditional sessionization.

Keywords: Sessionization, dissimilarity matrix, session weight, session
cluster, cluster evaluation.

1 Introduction

Web mining is the process which uses techniques and algorithms of data
mining to extract knowledge from the Web. In order to provide insight into the
growth of the industry and users, the primary goal of web mining is to acquire
web data trends by analysing information. There are three types of web
mining, such as web structure mining, web content mining and web usage
mining [14]. Web content mining discovers knowledge from conventional
collections of multimedia documents, such as images, video, and audio,
implanted in or connected to web pages. To find more suitable documents
by analysing the connection structure of the web, Web Structure Mining uses
graph theory to examine the node and connection creation of a web site. Web
Usage Mining focuses on approaches that can predict behavioural intention
when communicating with the WWW. It uncovers visitor navigation trends
and attempts to discover the web log file information that is relevant.

Web log files are an archive of user activities documented while visiting
a website. The web server stores these log files and are available in different
formats like Common Log Format and Extended Log format. Web log files
which include attributes such as user name, IP address, request time stamp,
number of bytes transmitted, user agent and referrer. Investigation of these
log files reveals browsing operation of the user. But these files are very huge
and does not provide clear sketch of user’s request to the website. Data pre-
processing is also one of the most significant steps in the mining of web use
to discover information.
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There are three significant stages of web usage mining, such as data pre-
processing, pattern discovery, and pattern analysis. Data pre-processing is
used to clean data from web logs in order to make it suitable for pattern
discovery. Data pre-processing can be done in several steps like data fusion,
data extraction, data cleaning, session identification and user identification.
With the assistance of data mining techniques such as association rule min-
ing, clustering and classification, pattern discovery can be achieved. Pattern
analysis is used to eliminate irrelevant rules and patterns and can be fed as
input to applications such as visualization tools and generation tools.

The session is described as a collection of pages that the user has accessed
during his visit to the website. During their visit to the web site, a user may
have one or more sessions. Session identification is major and sophisticated
task in web usage mining because, pages accessed by a user aren’t found in
relevant order within the server log. There could be sizable amount of users
visiting the web site, so their requests are going to be entered within the
log simultaneously, which creates jumbled entry within the log. As a result,
session identification techniques are critical for detecting legitimate online
user sessions.

Traditional session identification techniques, such as time-based and
referrer-based methods, have their own set of constraints. Because these
two algorithms break a single session into many sessions depending on
time and referrer information, they yield denser sessions. The goal of this
study is to derive more accurate sessions by considering all three aspects of
time, referrer, and semantics. This study defines an effective approach for
constructing user session which is based on the semantic difference between
the URLs visited by the user, time and referrer information.

The grouping of user sessions based on browsing activity is also discussed
in this study. The knowledge gained via clustering can be used to assess the
user’s pattern of web site usage, advocate web site restructure, pre-fetch or
cache pages, and forecast the next page viewed by the user to minimize
latency and so on. The researchers calculated the web page’s page weight
based on how much time they spent on it, which was then used to calculate
session weights. The dissimilarity matrix, which is an input for the clustering
algorithm, is created using these two parameters. Clustering algorithms such
as adapted Hierarchical agglomerative and K-Means are applied on weighted
sessions for clustering similar web sessions. This helps to draw inference
about usage of web.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. A literature review of
existing session identification and clustering algorithms for web usage mining
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is discussed in Section 2 of the article. The proposed semantic dissimilarity-
based session identification is provided in Section 3. The page weight and
session weights are calculated in Section 4 based on the user’s browsing
activity. The methodology for estimating the dissimilarity matrix is provided
in Section 5. In Section 6, we look at how to cluster weighted web sessions
using customised K-means and agglomerative algorithms. The Dunn Index
and Davies-Bouldin are used to evaluate clustering techniques in Section 7.
The experimental study is carried out in the penultimate portion. The last
section discusses the conclusion.

2 Literature Survey

The study of a web log file is a difficult task since it includes a vast amount of
information about a web page. Depending on the network layout, URLs are
parsed as tokens. The authors have introduced a new approach for clustering
web URLs based on the sequence of pages visited by the user [1]. Members
from each cluster may be defined since it contains the largest number of
potential pages in the sequence. It also assists in the pre-fetching of webpages
for user searches. A web page recommendation framework [6] provided users
with recommendations by taking into account the order of events that occurs
in website page usage trends. Here, for each page, authors assessed page
weight and projected top page suggestions for each target user. Users close to
target users have been identified using the fuzzy C-mean clustering algorithm.

A modified K-means clustering algorithm [7] is designed for grouping
web user sessions. Authors provided an approach to determine the sessions
distance based on their web access trace affinity that took care of variable
duration length of user sessions. This paper did not address the impression
of their technique on more number of session and cluster. A method for
analyzing web logs by mining Directed Acyclic Graph access patterns based
on the browsing time of each page was proposed by Mihara et al. [5].
They also proposed a method for pattern reduction performing closed pattern
mining and clustering of similar patterns. These patterns are helpful for the
website admin to figure out issues of their web sites in more efficient manner
and to set up solid plans to enhance their sites more easily.

Kaur et al. [10], presented semantic-time-referrer based algorithm for
session identification from web log file. This method enhances the attainment
compare to traditional session identification algorithm by suggesting time,
referrer and semantic concept. There is advancement in both credibility and
productivity of the algorithm. It calculates the semantic difference between
the previous URL request and the current one, even if the field of reference
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is empty. Time component added to this algorithm avoids formation of long
session. But authors have not used generated session for extracting usage
pattern.

When a user interacts with a website, his acts are solely decided by
himself and other external influences such as the structure and dynamicity of
the website. These considerations are taken into account when determining
user behaviour [25]. To improve the modelling of dynamic user behaviour,
a mixture of short and long term modelling techniques is used. This is
important for developing web services. A novel user identification algorithm
built on MapReduce technique is suggested by Srivastava et al. [4]. Here the
IP address and knowledge of the user agent are used for user identification.
The presented method handles various issues such as robot detection and
scalability. Authors have not taken into account information such as referrer
and website topology for recognizing users.

The fuzzy method for applying weights to user sessions is suggested by
Ansari et al. [11]. The suggested clustering algorithm overcomes the chal-
lenge of selecting initial cluster centres. Experimental results demonstrated
the quality of clusters obtained and clustering algorithm’s performance in
terms of time. To boost the correctness and precision of the clustering
algorithm, Lu proposed K-means clustering under the Hadoop parallel frame-
work [23] in order to improve agglomeration accuracy, the author presented
the weighted K-means and weighted fusion K-means rule that diminishes the
effect of error metrics on the accuracy of the agglomeration. This experiment,
however, only uses four computers due to the restriction of experimental
constraints, scarcity of massive cluster examination, and testing of greater
information sets involves further validation.

A detailed study is performed in order to understand their connectivity in
the sense of large data sets, different clustering methods were analyzed from a
hypothetical perspective and scientifically evaluated on artificial benchmarks
to illustrate their benefits and limitations [12]. Within the benchmark data
sets, the algorithms could not create clusters and had downfalls such as toler-
ance to noise and anomalies, complexity of time and process, and inability to
find clusters. A two-phase novel MapReduce based hybrid cluster algorithmic
rule for decentralized sets of data was presented by Sinha et al. [24]. It’s been
shown that the solution uses the genetic rule options needed, Mahalanobis
distance and k-means++. The experimental findings are that mrk-means, P
k-means and scaling GA are surpassed by the expected algorithmic program.
The proposed rule, however, only applies to static datasets.

The following is a summary of major existing works on pre-processing
and clustering.
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Table 1 Summary of key existing works on pre-processing and clustering
Author Methodology Remarks
G. Poornalatha
et al. [7], 2011

The distance between any two
sessions is computed using the
Variable Length Vector Distance
approach in the modified
K-Means clustering technique

The authors looked at the
frequency of web page categories
and used the Jaccord coefficient to
determine how similar the clusters
were. Algorithm efficiency is not
measured for varying number of
clusters.

M. Srivastava
et al. [4], 2018

The authors presented a
Map-Reduced based
methodology for user
identification that employs IP
address and user agent as
parameters.

The proposed technology offered a
solution to problems including
proxy servers, robot detection, and
scalability. However this work is
only limited to the identification of
users.

Kaur et al. [10],
2017

To compute the web user
session, time-referrer based and
semantic-time-referrer based
algorithms were presented.

In comparison to traditional
algorithms, better sessions are
generated. The scope of this work,
however, is confined to identifying
user sessions.

Z. A. Ansari
et al. [11], 2016

To find and validate web session
clusters, the proposed technique
use the Mountain Density
Function.

This work suggested a method for
giving fuzzy weights to user
sessions and associated URLs that
takes into account the large
dimensionality of the user session.

W. Lu [23],
2020

To work on enormous datasets,
the author created a parallel
K-means clustering technique
based on density. To limit the
impact of incorrect parameters, a
weighted k-means algorithm is
utilised.

With the support of a cloud
platform, the proposed strategy
was able to attain a higher
acceleration ratio when dealing
with massive datasets. But, the
quality of the cluster is not
measured in this work.

Proposed
Method

The proposed technique provides
a precise way for calculating
semantic differences between
URLs, which is employed in the
session identification algorithm
together with time and referrer
information. It also proposes a
modified agglomerative and
K-means algorithm to cluster
web user sessions based on their
browsing habits.

This paper outlines a method for
establishing high-quality sessions
while avoiding the creation of
bogus sessions. Based on the
user’s browsing behaviour, it
calculates page weight and session
weight, which are then utilised to
generate more accurate semantic
clusters. The Dunn Index and
Daves-Bouldin Index are used to
assess cluster quality.
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3 Proposed System

Present work proposes a novel session identification algorithm to obtain
user sessions from web log files. It forms web session, based on important
criteria such as time, referrer and semantic distance between the URLs.
Session weights are computed based on the weights assigned to each visited
page which belongs to that session. Proximity matrix is estimated based
on session weights. Then adapted Hierarchical clustering algorithm and K-
means clustering algorithm is applied on this proximity matrix to discover
cluster of similar web sessions based on remarkable web pages from web log
file.

When the user visits few pages more frequently and spend more time
shows the importance of those pages. Visitors have visited these pages
multiple times and taken more time because they carry more applicable
information than other. In the traditional system, even if the page stay time is
limited, the value of the page is measured solely by the amount of times it is
viewed.

The session includes a series of URLs that the user navigates. Pages
navigated by a visitor are identified according to each URL in the session.
Proposed system is intended to obtain clustering of web sessions. Depends
on the weight of web pages that are part of the session, sessions are clustered.
Grouping of sessions based on weighted pages will result in more significant
clusters. Figure 1 show the process involved in proposed weighted session
clustering.
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Figure 1 System architecture.
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3.1 Data Pre-Processing

Data Pre-processing is a significant step of the mining activity of web usage.
It consists of set of activities such as data cleaning, user identification, session
identification.

3.2 Data Cleaning

Data cleaning is the process of removing irrelevant and incomplete informa-
tion from a web log file. It also eliminates log entries with a failing status
code, as well as access to image files like jpeg, GIFF, and others. When a
user accesses a web page, it may contain system generated advertisements
in different formats which makes mining task complex. Remove all such
unwanted details from the web log and retain only the details what user has
requested. Data cleaning process improves the quality of data and hence it
improves accuracy of pattern discovery and analysis [17, 18].

3.3 User Identification

User identification [20] activity helps to identify unique users visited that web
site. It becomes complex task when the user ID field is missing in the web
log file. It is difficult to process because, one user may use several IP address
or several user may use same IP address using proxy server or user may visit
a site more than once. So some heuristics need to be identified to recognize
unique user from web log file.

3.4 Session Identification

Session is a collection of pages that a user visits during his or her single web
visit. Session identification algorithm divides the web page access entry from
cleaned web log in to individual sessions. The conventional time-oriented
sessionization method [21] uses only time limits for session duration and
page stay time to build sessions. The conventional referrer-based method [10]
generates a session using only the log fie referrer field.

Time-based Session Identification

The time-oriented session identification method is a well-known method that
takes into account time limits, such as a maximum session length of 30
minutes or a maximum Page view time of 10 minutes. When the Page stay
time or session duration time exceeds the threshold value, a new session is
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created, according to this approach. If the time gap is greater than 10 minutes,
a new session is created; however, if the navigation path is inspected, the
session should keep the same. As a result, the most significant restriction of
this strategy is that most of the time, a single session is broken into multiple
sessions or numerous sessions are combined into a single session.

Time-referrer Based Session Identification

The traditional referrer-based technique creates sessions using the log file’s
referrer field. This method compares the referrer field of the current URL
request to the referrer field of the most recent URL request. To achieve better
results, the referrer – time oriented technique has integrated the time based
and referral based approaches, as well as some additional tests.

Semantic Dissimilarity Based Session Identification Algorithm

Proposed session identification method combines both time and referrer
based methods with additional semantic check to yield better quality of
sessions.

The semantic difference is calculated using the following equation
between two URLs.

Sdiff(Url1,Url2) =
Max Count(Url1,Url2)−Match Count(Url1,Url2)

Max Count(Url1,Url2)
(1)

The variable Sdiff, stores result of the above computation. The function
Match Count(Url1,Url2), finds the number of web page matches among Url1
and Url2. It tries to match from left to right, if there is any mismatch, it stops
counting. The function Max Count(Url1,Url2) returns, maximum number of
web pages present in either Url1 or Url2.

For example, if the Url1 = “Home/Admin/Allotment” and Url2 = “Home/
Admin/selection”, the number of common web page between two URL is 2.
The maximum count of web page among Url1 and Url2 is 3. So the result will
be (3− 2)/3 = 0.33.

Algorithm:

Input: Visitor = {v1,v2,v3,. . . vn}, Threshold = 0.3, ThresholdSessionTime =
30 Minutes, ThresholdPstaytime = 10 Minutes
Output: Session = {v1 = (s1,s2,s3. . . sm), v2 = (s1,s2,s3. . . sm),. . . vn =
(s1,s2,s3. . . sm)}
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Session Count=0
for each visitor from v1 to vn

for each request of visitor vi

if(referrer==NULL)
if(Sdiff(Cur URL,Prev URL)<=Threshold)

Continue
else if((Tcur req–Tprev req)<=ThresholdPstaytime)

Continue
else if((Tcur req–Tfirst req)<=ThresholdSessionTime)
Continue

else construct unique Session, Session Count++
else
if( Referrer==Prev URL)

Continue
else if(Referrer==Prev Referrer)
Continue
else if(Sdiff(Cur Referrer,Prev Referrer)<=Threshold)
Continue
else if(Sdiff(Cur Referrer,Prev URL)<=Threshold)
Continue
else if(Sdiff(Cur URL,Prev URL)<=Threshold)

Continue
else if((Tcur req–Tprev req)<=ThresholdPstaytime)

Continue
else if((Tfirst req–Tcur req)<=ThresholdSessionTime)

Continue
else construct Unique Session, Session Count++

Here, the algorithm uses referrer field value of visitor request to check various
criteria. It checks for three conditions if this field is NULL. It first detects the
semantic distance between the current and previous URL, second compares
the current and previous URL queries in terms of time, and third computes
the difference in time between the current and previous URL queries. If a
condition is met at any point, the algorithm goes on to the next entry log file.
Otherwise, a new session is started. When the referrer field isn’t NULL, it
checks two referrer criteria. First, the current referrer field is compared to
the previous URL request, and then the current referrer is compared to the
previous referrer. If a condition is met at any point, the algorithm goes on to
the next entry log file. Otherwise, a new session is started. When the referrer
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field isn’t NULL, it checks two referrer criteria. First, the current referrer
field is compared to the previous URL request, and then the current referrer
is compared to the previous referrer. To determine the semantic difference
between current and previous referrer, current referrer and previous URL,
and current and previous URL, three semantic checks are used. It checks
time limits at the conclusion. If any of the conditions are met, the algorithm
advances to the next log item. It creates new session only if, none of the
conditions hold true.

4 Page and Session Weight Computation

Database is built from the pre-processed web log file with set of attributes
such as IP address, Request date and time, page URL. Now compute weight
for the visited page based on page stay (dwelling) time of visitor and access
frequency. Thus dwelling time of URL is considered as one of the attribute
for each entry in the web log. Dwelling time is computed by using following
Equation (2).

DT(Pi) = t(Pi+1)− t(Pi) (2)

Dwelling time of page Pi is calculated by subtracting requested time of
Pi

th page from requested page t(Pi+1) as given in Equation (2).
Table 2 shows sample users log representing page dwelling time of the

respective pages in the web session. For example, it is assumed that in a day
6 visitors have browsed 6 pages in total. If user has visited a page and stayed
in that page for minimum 1 minute, then entry is made in the table, otherwise
it is considered as 0. If a user visits a page more than once in the same session,
then dwelling time will be added up.

Table 2 Sample user’s log of User ID = 1
Page Stay Time (Min)

Session ID P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6

S1 7 4 0 0 11 0
S2 1 2 0 0 2 0
S3 6 4 1 1 13 0
S4 7 3 6 0 4 1
S5 0 7 0 0 5 2
S6 2 8 0 2 6 6

Let P1, P2, P3. . . Pn be the collection of web page URLs in the web log
file that is pre-processed. If a visitor hits a P1, P2, P5 page during 30 minutes,
the session can be described as S1 = {P1, P2, P5}
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The weight of that session is portrayed as being

W (S1) = {7, 4, 11}

5 Dissimilarity Matrix (Proximity) Estimation Based on
Session Weight

Traditional way of finding proximity matrix using three important message
such as single linkage, complete linkage and average linkage [22]. Here,
dissimilarity matrix for clustering web session is computed based on the
distance between weighted sessions. It uses modified version of average
linkage method and is derived by making use of following Equation (3).

D(Si, Sj) =
1

NP

Np∑
k=1

|Si(W (Pk))− Sj(W (Pk))| (3)

The above equation computes the distance between session Si and Sj. It
computes sum of the differences between weight of visited pages of session
Si and Sj and then result is divided by total number of web pages visited by
the user in that session.

Algorithm: Dissimilarity matrix between the sessions

Input: Set of web session with weighted pages
S = {S1–W (S1), S2–W (S2), S3–W (S3) . . . Sn–W (Sn)}
Output: Similarity matrix D
Begin

For every User Session Si to Sn

For every User Session Sj to Sn
Compute D(i,j) = 1

NP

∑Np
k=1 |Si(W (Pk))− Sj(W (Pk))|

End

Consider Table 2 data to illustrate the calculation of distance between two
sessions. Now compute distance between session S1 and S2 as follows

D(S1, S2) =
1

NP

Np∑
k=1

|S1(W (Pk))− S2(W (Pk))|

=
1

6
(|(7− 1)|+ |(4− 2)|+ |(0− 0)|+ |(0− 0)|
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+ |(11− 2)|+ |(0− 0)|)
= 2.8

D(S1,S3) =
1

NP

Np∑
k=1

|S1(W (Pk))− S3(W (Pk))|

=
1

6
(|(7− 6)|+ |(4− 4)|+ |(0− 1)|+ |(0− 1)|

+ |(11− 13)|+ |(0− 0)|)
= 0.8

The above illustration shows that session S1 and S3 are more similar than
session S1 and S2. Though session S1 and S2 are having similar browsing
pattern, they are not so close because the user interest on those pages (page
weight) are different.

6 Clustering of Weighted Web Session

Outcome of sessionization process is considered for clustering web session
to analyse navigation pattern of the web site by the user. This paper proposes
modified hierarchical agglomerative clustering approach to perform session
clustering. Each session begins with specific cluster, and then the couple of
clusters having the lowest dissimilarity value are considered and combined
subsequently till all clusters aggregated into a unified cluster containing
everything. Here, each session with navigation pattern as well as its consol-
idated derived weight of web page is considered as initial single cluster. A
couple of combined clusters focused on the Average Linkage Feature (ALF).
Using ALF, the distance between two clusters Ci and Cj can be calculated as

D(Ci,Cj) =
Tij

Ni ∗Nj
(4)

Here, Tij denotes summation of pair wise data points distances between
clusters i and cluster j. Ni and Nj represents cluster size of Ci and Cj.

Algorithm: Adapted Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering

Input: Dissimilarity matrix D, and total number of session n, Threshold
Output: Set of q Clusters C = {C1, C2, C3 . . . Cq}
Begin

Count=n
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while(Count>=1)
do

for i: 1 to n
for j: 1 to n

Find minimum value Min from matrix D(Si,Sj)
if (Min>=Threshold)

return
End for

End for
Merge(Si,Sj)
Update Dissimilarity matrix D
Decrement Count by 1

end
end

Bottom-up methods are used in hierarchical agglomerative algorithms, which
consider each item in its own cluster and then combines two clusters at a time
until all clusters are merged into a single cluster. In this paper, each session
with set of navigated pages considered as single cluster. The minimal value
determined from Dissimilarity matrix D, which is derived using Equation (3),
is used to merge two clusters. As a result, the sessions that are extremely
similar are combined first. The Dissimilarity matrix is recalculated after each
merge process. When the minimum distance between sessions reaches a
specific Threshold value, the process ends. To acquire the appropriate number
of clusters, Threshold values are modified considerably.

Consider a dissimilarity matrix with 5 sessions to demonstrate how the
hierarchical agglomerative algorithm works.

Table 3 Sample dissimilarity matrix

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5

S1 0 2.8 1.33 2.5 3.6

S2 2.8 0 3.3 2.6 1.8

S3 1.33 3.3 0 3 3.5

S4 2.5 2.6 3 0 3.1

S5 3.6 1.8 3.5 3.1 0

The algorithm examines the entire matrix for the minimum value, in this
example it is between the session S1 and S3, which is 1.33. This is the smallest
value, and it represents a pair of sessions that are quite close to one other.
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Now combine the two sessions and recalculate the dissimilarity as indicated
in Table 4.

Table 4 Recalculated dissimilarity matrix
S1,S3 S2 S4 S5

S1,S3 0 2.8 2.5 3.5
S2 2.8 0 2.6 1.8
S4 2.5 2.6 0 3.1
S5 3.5 1.8 3.1 0

To find the distance between S2 with {S1, S3}, compute Min (D (S2, {S1,
S3}) by referring the values of previous table.

Min(D(S2, {S1,S3}) = Min(D(S2,S1),D(S2,S3))

= Min(2.8, 3.3)

= 2.8

Similarly, the distance between S4, S2, S3 and S5, S2, S3 must be calcu-
lated. The updated Dissimilarity matrix can be used to calculate the minimum
value in the next round, and the process can continue until the termination
condition is met.

Algorithm: Adapted K-means Clustering

Input: user sessions
Output: set of clusters
Randomly select any k sessions as cluster centroids. M={m1,m2,. . . mk}
Assign {mi =Si}, where 0<i<K+1
For each session Sj , 0< j<n, n is the cumulative session count
repeat

Calculate D = {d1,d2,d3. . . dk}, where dj=DESW(Sj,mi), and 0 < i <
K+1, 0 < j < n+1

Find di:=minimum(D), where 0 < i < K+1 for each Ci,
Assign session Sj to cluster Ci based on di.
Redo for each cluster Ci

Find the session Sp such that DESW(Sp,Sr) is minimum, where SpεCi,
and SrεCi, 0<r<number of session in cluster Ci

Now select new cluster centroids, {mi =Sp}, where 0<i<K+1, 0<p<
total number session in each cluster
Until no new cluster centroids are found
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Function: DESW

Input: Two Si and Sj Web sessions
Output: Distance from session Si to Sj

For Si and Sj find Np i.e. Total number of pages visited by the user
Find weight of the page visited by the user in session Si and Sj

Si(W(Pk)) and Sj(W(Pk)), where W(Pk) = {W(P1),W(P2),. . . W(Pk)},
where P1,P2,. . . Pk are web pages

Compute D (Si, Sj) = 1
NP

∑Np
k=1 |Si(W (Pk))− Sj(W (Pk))|

Return D

K cluster centroids are randomly selected using an adapted K-means cluster-
ing algorithm. Sessions are assigned to the cluster centroid closest to them.
After the clusters have been constructed in this manner, the cluster centroid
is chosen as the session that is closest to all the other sessions in the cluster.
Once the clusters are formed this way, a session which is closet to all the
other session in a same cluster is selected as cluster centroid. This process
continues until no new cluster centroids are found. Because of the innovative
distance function derived using Equation (3), this updated technique produces
superior cluster quality.

7 Evaluating Performance of Clustering Algorithm

Cluster evaluation is used to determine the optimal count of session clusters
using various algorithms for clustering. The objective of Dunn index and
Davies–Bouldin Index is to locate group of clusters that are tightly packed,
with minor variance between cluster members, and well partitioned. In this
research work, cluster evaluation measure applied on two clustering algo-
rithm namely adapted K-Means, Hierarchical to identify the optimal numbers
of clusters.

7.1 Dunn Index

Here, Dunn Index [22] is used as cluster evaluation measure which gives
result on the basis of the lowest distance amongst objects in distinct clusters
and the greatest distance across objects inside the same cluster. Dunn Index
value ranges from 0 to∞. Let Dmin be the lowest distance across objects in
different clusters and Dmax be the greatest distance in the same cluster. The
distance between clusters Ci and Cj is measured by the distance between their
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nearest points
Dist(Ci,Cj) = min

xi∈Ci,xj∈Cj
d(xi, xj) (5)

The equation finds minimum distance between clusters Ci and Cj, where
xi ∈ Ci and xj ∈ Cj. Dmin finds the smallest distance of these.

Dmin = min
i 6=j

Dist(Ci,Cj) (6)

For each cluster Ck, lets us take diameter as Diam(Ck), which represent
largest distance between the two points in the same cluster.

Diam(Ck) = max
xi,xj∈Ck

d(xi, xj) (7)

Then Dmax is the larget of these distances Diam(Ck).

Dmax = max
1<k<K

Diam(Ck) (8)

The Dunn Index is described as ratio between Dmin and Dmax.

DI =
Dmin

Dmax
(9)

7.2 Davies–Bouldin Index

Davies–Bouldin Index (DBI) [22] is widely used validity measure to identify
compactness and well separation of the cluster. Let K is the total cluster count,
Ci be the cluster centre of i, σi is the estimated distance between each object
in the ith cluster and the Ci center of the cluster and the gap between the Ci

and Cj cluster centres is expressed by d(Ci,Cj). Now DBI is denoted as

DBI =
1

K

k∑
i=1

max
i 6=j

(σi + σj)

d(Ci, Cj)
(10)

8 Results and Discussion

This segment discusses the output obtained in various phases of the web
usage mining system. Web server log file is downloaded from http://www.
almhuette-raith.at/apache-log/access.log, which contain 9874 records. It car-
ries web browsing entry from 12th December 2015 to 21st December 2015.
Experiments are conducted in Java Eclipse platform using Java programming
language.

http://www.almhuette-raith.at/apache-log/access.log
http://www.almhuette-raith.at/apache-log/access.log
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Data cleaning operation is applied on raw web log file to remove irrele-
vant or noisy data. This stage removes all URL entries for robots, multimedia
files and error status code. Thus, all insignificant URLs are removed from the
log file. Result of data cleaning operation reduced the number of entries from
9874 to 5104. Table 5 shows the number of entries in the original web log
and cleaned file type and format of web log. Table 6 depicts the number of
entries for script, multimedia and image file.

Table 5 Web log file specifications pre and post cleaning
Size of

Original
Web Log

No. of
Original Log
File Entries

Size of
Cleaned
Web Log

No. of Cleaned
Web Data
Records

Web Log
File

Format

Type of
Web Log

File

1870 KB 9874 967 KB 5104

Combined
Log

Format Text file

Table 6 Result of data cleaning process

No. of
Days

Original
Web Log

Data

No of
Script
File

No of
Multimedia

File
Number of
Image File

Cleaned Web
Log Data

10 days 9874 330 79 764 5104

Now user identification algorithm is executed to identify unique users
based on IP address and agent field. This stage identifies various unique
users browsed this web site along with number of URLs accessed by them.
The semantic based session identification algorithm applied on pre-processed
weblog file which discovers web session, based on important criteria such as
time, referrer and semantic check.

Table 7 represents the result of number of users; time based user session;
Time-referrer based session and modified semantic user session. Even if the
log entry belongs to the same session, the time-based method establishes a
new session by comparing the page view time and the session time. As a
result, more dense sessions are created. To produce a better experience, the
Time-Referrer algorithm evaluates both time and referrer information. Before
creating a new session, the proposed approach checks for semantic distance,
time, and referrer. It checks for all of the conditions listed in the algorithm,
and if none of them are met, it initiates a new session. As a result, this strategy
prevents the formation of fraudulent sessions and adds to the formation of
high-quality sessions.
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Table 7 Result of user and modified semantic session identification
Cleaned
Web Log

Data
Number of

Users

Traditional Time
Based

Sessionization
Time-Referrer
Based Sessions

Modified Semantic
Based Session

Algorithm
5104 2116 3758 3576 3312

Table 8 Evaluation of modified semantic session identification of algorithm
No of Real
Session Traditional Time Based Time-Referrer Based Modified Semantic Based
32 No of session % No of session % No of session %

24 75 25 78 27 84

Table 8 shows the comparison of modified Semantic based session iden-
tification method with traditional and Time – Referrer based session method.
To obtain the accuracy of the proposed algorithm, we have considered small
test data containing 32 sessions. These true sessions are taken in to consid-
eration manually by counting. Results clearly represents that accuracy of the
modified semantic based method is 84%, which is better than traditional Time
based and Time-referrer method.

Table 9 Part of dissimilarity matrix assessed on the basis of session weight
D(Si, Sj) S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9

S1 0 26 26 0 0 14 0 9 9
S2 26 0 26 0 0 0 0 9 9
S3 26 26 0 0 0 0 0 9 9
S4 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 9 9
S5 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 9 9
S6 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 9
S7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 9
S8 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 0 9
S9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 0

To cluster user sessions, first step in clustering process is computation
of page weight and session weight as mentioned in the Equation (2). Then
dissimilarity matrix is computed using Equation (3). Table 9 represents the
distance between the sessions as per the computations based on page and
session weight. The whole dissimilarity matrix is taken as input for both
modified K-means and Hierarchical algorithm. Since the sessions are clus-
tered based on the minimum dissimilarity value, the accuracy of the clusters
formed using both algorithm are better compared to applying clustering
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algorithm directly on the sessions obtained using traditional session algo-
rithm. Experimental results given in Figures 2 and 3 represents accuracy of
the algorithms which are measured using Dunn Index and Davies-Bouldin
Index. These Indices identify set of clusters that are packed together and well
separated. Cluster quality will be better for higher the value of Dunn Index
and lower the value of DBI.

Figures 2 and 3 represents accuracy of the adapted Hierarchical agglom-
erative algorithm using DI and DBI. Figures 4 and 5 compares the accuracy
of adapted K-means Clustering algorithm with respect to Semantic based and
Time-referrer based web sessions. It demonstrates that accuracy of proposed
algorithm is better for semantic based sessions than the existing algorithm.
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Figure 2 Evaluation of adapted agglomerative clustering using Dunn index.
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Figure 3 Evaluation of adapted agglomerative clustering using Davies-Bouldin index.
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Figure 4 Evaluation of adapted K-Means clustering using Dunn index.
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Figure 5 Evaluation of adapted K-means clustering using Davies-Bouldin index.

9 Conclusion

In this article, the suggested semantic distance-based approach solves the
main drawbacks of conventional session identification algorithms, such as
the production of dense sessions. To generate a new session, all three criteria
are checked, including semantic distance between URLs, time, and referrer.
The author’s suggestion to compute semantic distance contributed to the
construction of high-quality sessions. Each user-visited web page is allocated
a weight based on the length of time the user spent on the page. It clearly
demonstrates the visitor’s attention on the website. This is then used to
determine session weight, which is subsequently used to assess dissimilarity
between sessions using both page weight and session weights as inputs.
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The entire set, represented as a dissimilarity matrix, is then fed into both a
modified agglomerative and an adapted K-means clustering method, resulting
in more precise cluster creation. Experimental results shows that semantic
based sessionization along with the assignments of weight to web pages and
user sessions have been found to improve the efficiency of the suggested
clustering algorithm and its consistency the terms of DI and DBI indexes.
The aim of the weight allocation to page and session was to mitigate the
negative effect of irrelevant web sessions and URLs leading to the creation of
value added clusters. In future we will work on parallel processing technique
to improve time efficiency of session and clustering algorithm on web usage
data.
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